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 In its latest action against big tech companies, the EU has given Google two months to improve its 

presentation of search results for flights and hotels, calling for ‘transparent and unbiased 

information’ for consumers. The company will need to explain its ranking, and could face future fines 

if EU consumer authorities are unsatisfied with changes. Meanwhile, in response to reported 

frustrations in the EU at the slow pace of many antitrust actions, French Competition Authority 

head, Isabelle de Silva, insisted that large fines can make Big Tech companies change their 

behaviour. Google is currently appealing all three fines handed by the European Commission, the 

largest, 4.34 billion Euros, dating back to 2018.  

The EU has initiated legal action against 23 member states over failures to enact copyright rules into 

national laws. The Commission has sent ‘letters of formal notice’, the first step in infringement 

proceedings.  

In the US, President Biden said that cyber threats, including ransomware attacks, could end up in a 

‘real shooting war’. His comments come as tensions with Russia and China rise over a series of 

hacking incidents targeting US government agencies, companies and infrastructure. As Google CEO 

Sundar Pichai warns that internet freedom is under attack in countries around the world, Russian 

media group RBC reports that Russia had ‘disconnected itself’ from the global internet during tests in 

June and July. The move follows introduction of the ‘sovereign internet’ law, adopted in Russia in 

response to the ‘aggressive’ US cyber security strategy.  

Staying in the US, the FCC has set about clawing back some of the funding granted under the 

previous administration from the commission’s Rural Digital Opportunity Fund (RDOF). Amid claims 

some of the funding was ‘misguided’ SpaceX is one of a number of companies asked to give up a 

portion of its grants.  

In a speech to the Oxford Media Convention Ofcom Chief Executive, Dame Melanie Dawes, pointed 

to research showing that half of adults and nine in ten young people get their news from social 

media, but only one in three users trust social media for news. This compared with seven in ten for 

TV and newspapers. While Ofcom is charged with making proposals to reduce online harms, free 

speech, she said, was the lifeblood of the internet and interventions should only be made ‘when 

absolutely necessary’. 

The latest financial reports from a number of large technology companies shows revenues reaching 

record highs as firms claim that changes in the digital economy brought about in the wake of the 

pandemic look to be ‘here to stay’. Some analysts suggested that their financial performance could 

lead to increased regulatory scrutiny of platforms over their market dominance.  

Semiconductor chip shortages previously affecting the automotive and home products industries are 

now beginning to impact smartphone sales, as stockpiles shrink and supply chains come under 



pressure. Some companies are restricting distribution and raising prices, and there are warnings 

that, as the shortage persists, the competition for chipsets could slow the rollout of 5G 

infrastructure.  

Sources: Techradar, the Financial Times, The Guardian, Ars Technica, Reuters, BBC, the Wall Street 

Journal.  

 
 
 
 


